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Introduction

Distributional semantics is a subfield in Natural Language Processing (NLP) that
studies methods to derive meaning, and semantic representations for text. These
representations can be thought of as statistical distributions of words assuming
that it characterises semantic behaviour. These statistical distributions are often
referred to as embeddings, or lower dimensional representations of the text.
The two main categories of embeddings are count-based and prediction-based
methods. Count-based methods most often result in global word embeddings as
it utilizes the frequency of words in documents. Prediction-based embeddings on
the other hand are often referred to as local embeddings as it takes into account
a window of words adjacent to the word of interest. Once a corpus is represented
by its semantic distribution (which is in a vector space), all kinds of similarity
measures can be applied. This again leads to other NLP applications such as
collaborative filtering, aspect-based sentiment analysis, intent classification for
chatbots and machine translation.
In this research, we investigate the appropriateness of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] and word2vec [4] embeddings as semantic representations of a
corpus. Once the semantic representation of a corpus is obtained, the distances
between the documents and query documents are obtained by means of distance measures such as cosine, Euclidean or Jensen-Shannon. We expect short
distances between documents with similar semantic representations and longer
distances between documents with different semantic representations.
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Experimental setup

In our experiment, we choose the 20 Newsgroups dataset which contains 20000
documents that are partitioned across 20 different newsgroups [3]. Examples
of the newsgroup topics are motorcycles, religion, computer software, etc. Our
experimental workflow is as follows:
1. Train the word embeddings (LDA and word2vec) on the complete dataset.
The output of this step is a vector space representation of the corpus.
2. Choose documents of one newsgroup, say motorcycles. Split this newsgroup
into a 80%, 20% split. The 80% subset is referred to as the reference set and
the 20% is referred to as the query set.
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3. Index the 80% reference set and the 20% query set (separately) on the vector
space representation obtained in step 1.
4. Calculate the similarity between the reference and query set. For LDA, we
use the Jensen-Shannon distance [2], and for word2vec we use soft cosine [5].
5. Create an alternative query set from a different newsgroup, say religion. Also
index this query set on the vector space representation obtained in step 1.
6. Calculate the similarity between the reference and the alternative query set.
Figure 1 gives an illustration of initial results. In this experiment, an LDA semantic representation was obtained. The ‘motorcycles’ newsgroup was used as
the reference set. The ‘politics’ newsgroup was chosen as alternative query set.
Slightly shorter distances can be seen for motorcycle-motorcycle comparisons
(green), where motorcycle-politics distances tend more towards longer distances.
Future work include experimentation on word2vec and additional datasets.

Fig. 1. Cumulative Jensen-Shannon distances between motorcycle-motorcycle and
motorcycle-politics corpora.
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